Elite Bullet Bottle
.5 Liter (16.9 FL.OZ.)

Clear Pressure sensitive sticker
Label 5 7/8" x 5" with .125 corners

Can have full color to edges if so add 1/8" bleed around
If wanting opaque color (not see thru) then a
white backing or white ink will be used.
Other wise ink is transparent (see thru)
Can be Spot colors or turned into 4/Color process
Depends on artwork

Please carefully review this label on your computer screen for all proper spelling, general colors, content, photos, and all other information. DO NOT USE THE COMPUTER SCREEN COLORS TO COMPARE TO ACTUAL PRINTED COLORS AS THEY WILL OFTEN VARY FROM THIS SCREEN PROOF.
Please print this entire document, sign it and fax it back to us ASAP as confirmation that you have reviewed all aspects of the proof and authorize our company to begin production. We will not be responsible for any errors on this proof after authorization.
We are happy to begin production upon receipt of the signed authorization without any additional corrections.

Approval Signature ___________________________ Date ___________________________
Elite Bullet Bottle
.5 Liter (16.9 FL.OZ.)

White or Clear pressure sensitive label
Basic Label Size
5 7/8” width x 5” height with 1/8” corners
Label does not fully wrap around bottle - there will be a gap

Black Cap - Cost more
White Label
color can print to edge of label

Blue Cap
Clear Label
while ink prints behind art

Size & Style of label can change depending on the look you want to achieve.

Natural Cap
Clear Label
see thru ink
No white